New Immune Therapy Purges Leukemia
System Works where Chemotherapy Fails
Smart Sugars Lesson # 50
by JC Spencer
Leukemia has been driven into remission in
two out of three patients with immune therapy.
So reports oncologist Austin Porter at the
University of Pennsylvania in The New
England Journal of Medicine. Porter said,
“What we couldn’t do with chemotherapy, we
were able to do in four weeks with immune
therapy.”
Leukemia is the destroyer of white blood cells.
Low levels of electrolytes diminish the immune
system and reduce the body’s energy and
ability to fight for life.
This immune therapy trial opens the door for
new therapies for leukemia and potentially for
millions who are suffering from other cancers.
The strategy of this ingenious trial was to
enable the body’s own immune system to
eliminate the cancer cells. The T-cells identify
foreign pathogens and prepares for battle.
These “Killer Cells” then signal the
macrophage to remove the dead cells.
The system used in this trial was to draw blood
from the patients, isolate the T-cells, and infect
them with a genetically engineered virus. The
modified T-cells were then injected back into
the patients.
The research team calculated that for every Tcell injected, a thousand cancer cells were
killed. It is normal for the patients to develop
flu-like symptom due to the quick removal of
the dead cancer cells that are processed from
the body by the liver and kidneys.
A newborn baby receives Smart Sugars in
mother’s breast milk and a superload in the
colostrum. It is these sugars that supply the
immune system for the child and effects him or

her for life. These sugars construct the
glycolipids and glycoproteins which develop
the communication system, the actual
operating system (OS) for the human body.
It is a recognized scientific fact that when the
human immune system is modulated properly
that cancer, HIV, other viruses and harmful
bacteria are destroyed by the efficient killer
cell team.
In the mid-nineties, I personally experienced
similar flu-like symptoms when I ate high
quantities of Smart Sugars. My next door
neighbor was given two weeks to live because
he had virtually no white blood cells. His
immune system had failed. His family fed him
Smart Sugars and he died in the predicted two
weeks; however, the doctor conducted one
final blood test and said apparently there was
an error with the test because he was
producing white blood cells again.
ALL roads to health and healing are via of your
immune system. ALL roads to your immune
system are traveled via glycolipids and
glycoproteins. ALL glycolipids and
glycoproteins require Smart Sugars.
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